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I N T ROD U C TOR Y.
In the north east corner of Iowa, about. three
mi~es

north of Waukon, the oounty-seat of

~amakee

coun-

ty, is located a bOdy OI iron ore covering a continous
c"re~..

of more than two hundred and fifty acres, and con-

stituting

t;Llts

highest part uf the topography for hun-

dreds of miles in every direction.

THE ORE.

The more or less impure irQn bearing mineral
occurs mixed with a very tenacious. clay, in which are
also found ohert, oretaceous quartz pebbles, 'pockets
of sand, masses of

drous

l:L'Ull O:A.J."",~,

pebb~es

and sand cemented by hy-

(which in some cases partly replaces

the silica) and several varieties of fOSSils, such as
crinoids etc.

The impurities mentioned are often an integral part of the ,ore particles, ana are

presen~

in

varying quantities thruout the deposit. But, besides
the foreign matter which the eye

Od.l1

apparently pure mineral contains a
-3-

discern, the

~rying

percentage

of silica and alumina, (as well as

tr~ce6

of other

e~e-

ments) which no mechanical process could possibly eliminate.

THE ORE BODY.

The ore body

res6mb~es

a crescent, is about one mile

long by one half mile wide, and, while ore is found as
1.0 v; uS

1225 feetabove sea level, 1 ts m.e.ximUIYL alevution

is 1340 feet. It extends from grass roots to a

~imum

depth of 74 feet, averaging over 40 feet in thickness,

with a soil covering of about 2 feet.
An average

an~lysis

of the deposit, taking

the entire ore as it would ba mined by a steam shovel,
would

~pproxima te

the following::

Fe2
l4n

P2
S1

°3
°2
°5

°2

Al.2

°3

Ca

0

Mg

0
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.45%
4.1.80%

7.27%
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.36%

.'

(H2 O ,
CO2)
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1.00%

6.40%

-------------- Trace
-------------- Trace
The ore rests on a Trenton Limestone (resembling Platteville Glass Rock) having a thickness of about 40

fe.;;~t,

and,

be~ow

1 t, tne

I

o.ll.owing strata are

found, in t::-le order given: G1.enwood Shale, 2 to 6 feet;,

st.

~aIldetone,

"Peter

70 feet;. Shakol)ee Limestone, 50 to

80 feetj)New Richmond Sandstone, cryst., 25 feet; Onee-

to Limestone, 150 feet, and below it the Potsdam Sandstone, the water-beuring stratum of that locality.
The surface contours of the deposit represent a mound shaped hill,

wi~h

a deep ravine cut into

one Side, corresponding to the concave side

or

the cres-

cent. The contours of the bottomof the ore deposit, as

f-ar as 200 drill holes and test pi ts have revealed them,
represent,

roug~y,

a shallow inverted bowl, a cap. But

it now seems probable that the limestone,in whioh the

holes were -bottomed", often

repre~ents

mere floaters

or "horses", beneath which are is now being found by the
steam

shove~

oper~tions.

Thus, later exploration and de-

velopment may prove the ore-bOdy to extena to greater
depth in certain parts than is now known, incidentally
changir~

posit.

the appearanoe of the bottom outline or the de-5-

GENESIS OF THE ORE.

The genesis of the ore neeus

littl~

disous-

sion in a metallurgical treatise, and its final explanationshould be left to tne
ning

~o

geologl~~S,

who are begin-

find the occurance interesting. It may be said

that all indioatior.s point to a method of ooncentration

from surrounding, overlying strata of limestone, of
which the residue, clay, chert, fossils, together with
sand and pebbles from a corresponding

sandston~

conglom-

erate, are commingled with the iron are.

HISTORICAL.
The numerous outcrops of are and the iron
stained clay had revealed the deposit to the earliest
settlers. It was sometime in the early ninety's that
some of the soattered boulders were gathered by teams
and shipped to a furnace. -rhen the Waukon Iron Company was organized among local people, and a log-washer
ins talled. Ore was mined by hand, tramlned to the washer,
the wasned ore hand sorted, and hauled over miles of
hilly roads to the railroad terminal. this method permi-Gt~d

the mining of only the choicest -ore, and since

hand picking of the smaller sizes was out of considera-6-

tion,IDuch good ore was necesbarily wasted.

In January 1907 Iron Hill, as it is locally
knov,,-n, was brought to the attention of Edward F. Goltra

or

St. Louis, and he, through R. W. Erwin, secured an

option and ext)lored the property by churn

dri~ling

~nd

tes't-pitting. The Missouri Iron Co. was then organized
and. Mr.

b.:rw~n

W4S

A appointea i'ts sU:f;erintendent and general

manager. Consulting engineers were employed to report

on the best methods for concentrating the ore,' and an
experimental pl.ant vw'as constructed on the bank of the

Mississippi River at Waukon Junction, 22

mi~es

Irom

Waukon. I twas equiJ:.iped wi th crusher, washer, jigs,
rolls, trormnels, power equipment, pumps, elevators, etc.

DEVELOPMENT OF A PROCESS.
After a series of experiments it became apparent
the ore was not

suitao~e ~or

tr~t

j1gging. The middlings com-

prising a heavy tonnage, consisted of both good ore par\

ticles and gangue, which the jigs seemed powerless to
separa tee An anal.ysis of the condi tiona shows 'tne
for the failure, but does not
resul ts were obtained by the
they

ex~lain
exp~rts

.r:~(:t~on

why satisfactory

on hand jigs:I 'lvhen

were imliossi 1::1e on the la.:rger machines: The speci-

fio gravity of "the o!'e aV8rages about 3.1.0 against 2.65
-7-

for quartz. The ore, however, originally resembling
oval hollow

nodu~es,

when brokenconsists of

f~at2

slight-

ly curved pieses, and, altho there is no really pronounced cieavage, this habit of breaking into rather
flat particles is aided by a tendency to cleave parai.-

lel to the circumf erence of the nodule. The d1rI' erence
~!l

k)hap~

~uartz

between the ore partj,cles and the rounded

pebbles, in wiew of the small difference in their

specific gravities, anu 'tne l.ac!C
a good

sep~ration

OI

close sizir:£:, rnade

on the jigs imposbible •

A process ,'lIas then evolved., OIl a sma.lJ. sCG\.le,

whereby the ore was washed in the log-washer, roasted to
expel free and combined

wa~~r,

..

reduced to magnetite by

imrrLersinc the red-hot are in oil (later 1n

oi~

vapor),

and concentrated on magnetic separators. When this method
had been brought to a sufficiently satisfactory state,

a plant embodying these features was built in proximity
to the mine, and a railroad was constructed from Waukon,
connecting this new
Sever~

p~a.nt

with

'till~

(i.M.

&:

St. P. tracks.

difficulties were encountered, par-

ticularly in the operation of 'the log-washer. First) the
usual capacity of a washer was greatly diminished when

operating on Waukon ore because of the exceptional tena-8-

city of the clay, and greater tonnage could be obtained
only by increasing the size of the washer or an increase
in the number of washing units. Lower labor cost would

give larger units the preferenoe, but would they be '
practicable from a mechanical standpoint? The delays
caused. by break dav/na woul.d be very costly, diminishing

the plant output

exces~ivcly,

and it

seemeu as If tne

prac"Cloal. limli.t in size had been reached. :But 2 above all

thequestion of water supply
c~:ctal.n

ve.x.atiout>, for it waf:;

VIlCib

that any inoreast;; in washer capaci ty wou.lci re-

quire corresponding.1y greb. ter quan ti ti~Q of
the capao1 ty

OI

our deep we il

WCiS

Would additional wells furnish a

alr~ady
~ater

V,'a, t.e;r,

while

ta.xed heavily •.

supply propor-

tional to the number of 'wells i f located wi'thin a convenient distance?
The disposal of the great quantities of clay
removed by the log-washer presented a problem. It being
out of the question to pollute the creeks of a dairy
region, with our ·yellow clay·, some scheme tor effioient

se~tling ~ould

have to be devised. Ynile we did

not go deeply into this problem we found that, in our
settling ponds, a week

OJ:

\idJd~s

turbed settling failed

to show an appreoiable 'depth of clear water, and it was
-9-

~:~~::;ln·"?.rent

of a

that

comp~icC:l.tionB

dev~lop

might

at this end

log-wasn~ng P..LctHI" ..

The winters'in that part of Iowa are
and severe, and frozen masses of ore and clay

~ong

di~

not

prove to be an ideal feed for log-washers. Heated water
f~ileil

to

OV~:CCO:tl1e

this difficulty, &.nd after the washer

had braved this handicap thru the month of December 1911
,,:ark was abandoned, to be resumed after

th~

disal)~ear

ance of frost the f'ollovving May.
From a standpoint

the log-washer

'prov~d

o~

efficiency

concentrat~ng

to be twny'('lliJ.1g but a perfect machine

The losses of ore in the washing procclss v.;ere far

gr8a..t~r

t11an had ceeri. i;:tnticif,ia ted. A par't:, of the ore was ground

into fine particles by

~he

action of the blades, and this

material 'J1ras lost in the tailings, consti tuting a
G5~

of the iron content

ticab~eto

from the
ly

~ow

OJ,LUt::

V.,Lc;;

108S 01'

feed. Woul.d it be prac-

diminish this 1066, or to recover a part of it
tai~ings? Dea~ing

with

~

material of

value prOA1oitea the use of too

complic~ted

process, and high recovery was not to be
ex})ense of plant simplicity anQ

~ow

comparativ~

bo~ght

a

at the

treatment cost.

A method of treatment which would obviate the
ne.cessi ty of' v.rashing the ore had been given
-10-

Gl.

pre1im-

inary trial at the "Junction

mixed,loaded into
was

th~n

P~antft.

wagonb~nd h~uled

The are had been

to the

rai~road.

It

shoveleu into gondolas and subjected ror a week

to alternate

fr~ezint;

(;;"11...t

thawing under "the influence

of climat.ic conditions. At Waukon Junction it was again
shoveled into wagons and was i'ina.ily fed to a small roas·~.3r

..

ty dumping it

into the hopper of a cnute at the top

of a bluff. This chute was 30 or 40 feet long,
the are a very eTlicient

rat~~~ng.

~nd

gave

It was found that the

ore left the roaster wail cleaned of adhering clay, and
that an efficient

separ~tion

of ore from gangue was easi-

~y effected in~sUbSequent magnetic process.
'When log-washing proved unsa tisf&ctory for the

several reasons stated, we decided to try out
~Q~§~~ng

tn1~ ~!~!~~

process. But i t was not quite so simple a propo-

sition as it had seemed. The ore did not leave the roaster
free from clay, but it was found that the

~atter,

after

roasting, adhered firmly to the rough surfaces and filled

the oavities of the ore particles.

Ba~ls

or

near~y

pure

clay, some of it a sort of fire-clay, of oonsiderab1e
size and number were found, requ1rlng very strenOU6 work
on the paI't of the piokers. Why this difference in the

behavior of the clay? The answer was easy when the con-11-

ditions were
P~ant

ana~yzed:

The ore shipped to the Junctmon

had been subjected to prolonged drying in the at-

mosphere,
it reacneu
a~tered.

shaking, freezing, thawing, and when

tumb~ing,
~n~

roaster the nature of the clay had become

It had

~ost

its

p~asticity,

had

broken into

smaller pieoes, and had, :Largely, broken away from the
ore particles.
It was evid.ent tnd.t it would be necessary to
put the ore into a

simi~ar

condition before permitting

it to be subjected to the high roasting heat, which
burned the clay to the hardness of brick. It therefore
was deemed

advisab~e

to separate the process of drying

from that of roasting, so as to give the ore more time,
more tumbling, and the operator better

control~

as well

as to present the desired opportunity for the interme-

diate operations of orushing, soreening, ana

hand-pick~

ing.

When studying the matter of crushing we made
some interesting

ooservat1ons~

Wn~~e

op~ra~lng

the

~og

washer we were barely able, with our #?i Austin Gyratory
to crush twenty tons of bouhders
diameter) thru the
~hese bou~ders,

2t

(2t. inch to 14 inch

inch opening, in one hour. mRe&i

after mining, had been dumped on the

grids.; of the washer, and

re~oaded

-~2-

by the motion of the

grids into cars. Tney had

be~n

!reea of clay only as

muoh as was incidental to these operations. In a test
made on dried boulders, nearly allot" which were obove
8 inch in diameter, we

easi~y

crushed at the rate of 60

tons per hour. This increased orushing capacity made it
desirable to pospone the neoessary crushing until! the
ore han been dried. But another reason made this expedient: A very

desirab~e

tube-milling effect was produced

in the drying kiln on the clay particles by

~ne

larger

pieces of ore, thereby entirely eliminating the occurrance of clay-balls in any but the small sizes where
they, as will be shown later, were easily disposed of.
The theory involved in roasting the ore was
simpl.e enough. Originally it was our aim to expel the
combined moisture oontained in the ore, in order to increase the iron content oorrespondingly. With the deve10pment of the scheme for reducing the ore to the mag-

..

netio state other purposes than the above were served by
roas ting, but these .naa no in! luence on the design of. the
roasting kiln.
At the Junction Plan't a
consisting of a

stee~

at a slight angle

tube,

be~ow

11

inc~1ned

caloiner" was bu11 t

from its feed end

the horizontal, and which re-

,volved within a brick setting. The latter had a hearth

at the one end, and a stdck at the other. Ore was introduced into the

cy~inder,

and a fire kept on the grate.

The ore and the hot gases traveled in opposite directions. The only objection to this type of
.

~ow

ki~n

was its

thermal efficiency, and when the hearth and the stack

wer~

connected with the steel tube, and the gases passed

directly through it, the transfer of heat from flame to

ore became more satisfactory. The substitution, later on,
of pulverized coal for the older method of applying the
fuel served.still more to increase the efi"iciency of the
roaster.
After the type of kiln had been evolved, the
question as to the ideal size of ore had to be dealt with.

It was not .a matter onl.y ·to reduce the ore to the size
best suited to our process, but the desirao11ity of our
o're from the furnace-man t s point of view

a~so

haet. to be

considered. To produce an ore which would make an ·open
charge" wi th

~ow b~ast

pressure. and a.n even descent,. in

the stack we decided that the ore should not be crushed
finer than

2t.c inoh

if, by such practice ~ we could main-

tain satisfactory efficiency in the roaster. By orushing
be~ow

this size we

wou~a

not

o~y pr~duoe

with consequent waste in dust, but would
-~4-

more finea
a~so

increase

the tonnage to be treated in the reducing and separa-

ting departments of our
t1c~es

p~ant;

for, while the large par-

o£ ore cou1a be separated rrom an adUdxture ot

chert and

fossi~s

handpicking, the finer sizes re-

by

•

quirea. a mec..cl.anio(:l..J.. Pl.·out;:t3t:S better sui ·ted than manual.
labor •.
A recent teat, showing the effect of.; size ot.
particle on the completeness pf the roast gave the

fo~

lowing: :
t

I

1-~-----------------t-;~;~;;~t~;~-~f-~;~--------~1
t
I ~eaving roaster.
t
t

,
t

,

t ___________________ t

.
'70000
______
l ______ !t

t
t

~---~~~--~--~-~-~~~---~~------~---~~~-~----~~--

~~

I

~

85000
____________
-t1

I t ,

I

.

..

t

uta 2t-' 0-1- 'tn-2tftt

t Size of Ore
I
o~t~
t ___________________ ~ ___ ~---!-~----!------~------,

I
t

" I '
.0.84%
__

Loss
on Ignition
O.35%t2.~O%
to.lO~
__
_____ __ ' ___
__
_____

1~

~~~_~_~~

~

~~

~

~~~~_~~l

~l_~

t
J

~_J

"Loss on ignition- is determdned by exposing a one gram

sample of material (previously ground to
-

~OO

mesh and

0

dried to constant weight at 100 C) to a. tempe.rature of
~OOOoO for one hour. This is aone in a platinum dish,

heated in an eleotrio

muff~e

furnace.

Converting Roasted Limonite into
Magnetite: In

~894

Artificia~

Dr. Wm. B.Phil1.ips, then with the
-~5-

Tennessee Coal and Iron Co., made exaustive tests on
ores with a view to rendering them ma8netl0

B1rm~ngnam

and oonoentrating them on magnetic
s~ts

.ep~rators.

The re-

•

of his work are published in volume 25 of trans-

action of A. I. M. E., and

a~so

•

in his book -Iron mak-

ing in Alabama", from which I gather the

fo~lowing:

Limonite·. ; ores, some of whioh consisted of silieious
pebbles held together in a oement of iron oxide were
introduced into a Davis Colby producer gas
ho~ding ~~o

f~red kl~n

tona. Here the ore was brought to a red

heat and then passed into a magnetization chamber,
...

where producer gas was

passe~

over the hot ore for one

hour. The ore was then discharged and spread on the
ground to

coo~.

It nau assumed a

o~ao~

velvety

c.~or

and was highly· magnetic. Partioles as large as a co-

coanut were magnetic almost to the core, and pieces
the size of hents eggs were found most suitable. This
are was then crushed, screened, and concentrated on
'Wetheril.l and Payne Separators, whioh produoed good.-

resuJ.ts •.
From a metallurgical standpoint Dr. Phillips'
work was a comp1ete suoess, but the condition of the
~ocal

ore markets did not indicate the possibility of

great financial gain to be derived from the adoption of

this process, and after the year 1897, nothing more wasdone in this direction until R. W. Erwin began the development of his method at Waulcon.
between the method by
Waukon are few.

D~.

The fundamental differences

Phillips and the one in use at

The general idea is the same in each case.

In Birmingham, the are was an aggregation of ferruginous
and silicious particles' which, after the magnetization process required crushing and separation.

At Waukon, the ma-

terial consists essentially of particles of impure iron
mineral which are mixed with particles of chert, pebbles,
fossils, fire-brick, and clay balls, as well as low grade
ore particles ranging in iron content from fairly good are
to a ferruginous clay;

there are what might be called midd-

lings, consisting in part of pieces like the Birmingham ore
(classed at Vlaukon as "sandy oret!) , and also particles of
are and chert attached.

In each case,

the ferric iron was

to be reduced to the ferro-ferric state, and a separation
based on magnetic permeability affected.

But while raw ore

which_ required caIcining was used in Alabama, our Kiln called
only for a magnetization chamber, the ore having previously
been calcinecl in our roaster.

While producer gas would pro-

bably serve as well, a more intense reducing atmosphere is
probably obtained at. Waukon by the use of residuum.
--~?--
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Mining:

The ground is drilled at intervals of 8 to

(de~ending

feet,

~

on the nature of the ore), and to a depth

of 15 to 30 feet (depending on the grade to be obtained) 'with
a motor-driven churn drill.
Powder

Electric detonators and 60% Trojan

are used for blasting.

By this method, the ground is

sufficiently shattered and loosened so that the steam shovel
can handle it.
The Shovel is' a 70 ton Vulcan, with

l~

yd. dipper, extra

heavy poom, and its crew consists of an operator, crane-man
and fire-man.

Coal is brought to the shovel in motor-driven

dump cars, and water is pumped from the power-house.

The shovel

easily handles IOa tons of material per hour, especially when
working on a face of twenty

foot depth or more..

In planning

the course of the 'shovel, the following must be considered:
Grade, drainage, quality of ore, depth of working face, total
depth of ore' body, and ease of future operations.

.An accur-

ate topographical. map with five foot contour intervals, which
also contains

a record of all cuts, shafts, dri11-holes, is

of great assis-tance in determining the course of the shovel.
Stripping is not done except where large areas of
exceeding 2 foot in depth occur.
the dipper of the
aE.d blasted

steam.-shove~

soi~

Masses of are too large for
are drilled with a IIJackhamer tt

e,
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An attempt is made with gads and sledges to reduce all
of the boulders-, \'lT11ile t1l8Y are

aCCG3S

i ble in the pit,

1-1.:::-:' t

i1

they wili pas-s thru 14· grids, but this it is not alwa.ys

possi ble to do.

When.

the shovel digs into the bank and

8.

boulder partly fills the large dipper, the operator may not
be aware of the boulderts presence.

If he were, the ne-

cessity for speed would, in most cases,

~vent

his dropping

the I.oad in order to let the boulder crew work on it..

This leeads up to the problm of Uoarse Crushing, which
means, in this case, the crushing of material of any si:m
that may be handled by the shovel, to be 1)l"ol;::en clown to- the
maximum siae which is- desirable to feed to tlle dryer •.

For this purpos-e 1 the installation of
crusher J breakinG to 8 or 10 inen; was

type o.

cru~er

60 x 72 inch jew-

a;

COl1teElpl~tecr.

Tbis-

would be suitable, provided; that its opera-

tion were not too seriously impeded by theaceumulation of
clay on i t . jetW'S, and I proposed a meGhanicIU 8pading dQ'vice

toG overcome

thi~

trouble.

It was estimated that, with ne-

caT $13 increase in pewer--houS'6 equipinent, the <lost of r:1otor,
crusher, drive: foundations .md buildings, would probal)ly

exceed a:n expenditure of

~,pOO.oo---and.

we determined that,

under existing crandi tianar this illStal1ation could be dis-

pensed with.
--19--

Electric Haulage: The distance from the dryer grids to
the present IDcation of the shovel is about 3500 feet.

Al-

lowing for necessary curves to maintain a practical grade,
the average hauling distance for the deposit will exceed one
mile.

At present, a grade of 6 to

~

is maintained in favor

of the load, but, in the course of futureoperati!ms, the
grade may be nearly as heavy against the load, for a short
distance.

To meet these conditions, and to keep up a; steady

supply of ore moving from the shovel to the dryer, a haulage
system was installed which is known as the Woodford System
of

Centra~

Controll.

Five Russell seven yard cars are used,

the track is standard gauge double track, laid with 55 Ibs.
rails.

A center third rail of 16 lb. weight carries the

electric current, which is supplied to it by heavy copper
feeders.

Each car is equipped with two fifteen horse-power,

220 volt, series motors, capable of 100%' overload on a;
ninute rating.

The motors are geared to the axles, and each

motor shaft is fitted with a solenoid brake.

A controlling

tower is located near the dryer grids and from it, the operator controls the movement of each car.

The third rail is

sectional.ized, and the current can be applied to each section
independently of all others.

A small motor-generator set in

the tower steps down the voltage from 230 to 110, which is
--20-- .

then used for the operation of the solenoid brakes.

This

braking current can be applied only when the running otrcui.t is open, causing the contactor to be released and

closing the line for the brakes.

When the car descends a

grade calculated to be sufficiently steep to give it the
desired velocity, a reversing stand throws a lever projecting from the car, by which the motors are instantly
converted into generators'.

The torque of the generators

then retards the motion of the car sufficiently to keep its
speed within safe limits,
and ma3imum loada.

predetermined for maBimum.grades

This arrangement, which is entirely

automatic, obviates all mechanical wear inherent with any
other method of reducing the speed of the car, and only a
very tJ'greasy" rail.

Cat."'1.

prevent complete control of the car.

The cars weigh 14000 lbs. when fully equipped, and
they are loaded

~ith

approximately 9 tons of ore.

weights of ore aTe long tons;

coal, short tons).

(All
They

are started downhill and ma-intain a speed of 6 to 8 miles
per hour.

An automatic track scale located on a leve1

s tretalr:, reaords the· weight of ore as the car passes over
the s-cale, and if the "'II!C¥ is clear, the car is s-potted a:t
f

the gridS".

By mea.ns of a small. hoist, worm-gesr connected
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to a 6 Ii'P. shunt wound, variable speed motor, the operator raises one side of the car-body and slowly dmllps the
load unto the dryer grids.
Drying:

Thes'e grids are built of 100 lb. steel ra.ils

lO foot long, inclined 3 in. per foot;

they are spaced

12 in. at the upper end, 14 in. at the lower.

The lower

edge is bounded by a substantial platform, ased for breaking the boulders that fail to pass the grids.

They are

rolled unto the platform and cracked open by driving steel
gads: into them,.

The grids- are mounted above a large steel.

hopper terminating in a chute of circular section of 42 in.
diameter, which pas'ses thru the blower intake connection
into the dryer.

To avoid the annoyance to the grid crew of

gas and dust rising

tl~

the chute, its lower opening is

provided with a steel door, divided into sections hinged one
below the other.
The dryer is a

cylindrica~

steel shell made of 3/4"

boiler plate, has a diameter of 1.0 feet and a length of
1.25 feet.

It is inclined 3/4 ft per foot and its twa tires

or riding rings are each supported on two cradles of 2
rollers each.
by a thrust

It is also held in position horizontally
roller against the upper riding ring.

A

75}-iP. shunt wound motor, 700 r. p.m., 230 volt, is con-
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nected by Morse silent chain drive to a train of reduction gears which finally drive the cast steel girth
gear of the dryer at a rate of 1 revolution per minute.
The pitch diameter of the girth gear is fourteen feet,
its face 12 inches.
The upper (feed) end of the dryer is connected
by a telescoping expansion joint to a 42 inch blower
driven by a 20 1t.P. varia-ble speed motor.
exhausts into a 42 It:

st'ee~

The blower

stack, 100 feet high.

The interior of the dryer is provided thru the
upper half of its length with 6 sets of 12 inch channels, fastened to the shell with cast steel
These channels

b~ackets~

act as lifting plates, and pl.ay an ef-

ficient part in tumbling and drying the ore.

The lower

half of the Kiln is lined with arch fire-brick 8 inches
thick, and these brick are protected against wear by a
steel shell, bolted

thru the brick to the outer shell.

This inner lining is made of overlapping plates
84 tI

x 14411 X 3/8 It, rolled the 84 inch way to 54 inch

outside radius.

The plates are lapped at the egges,.

bolted with 7/8 n, bolts, placed 19 inch centers, sufficient
---2Z--

allowance being made at the edges for the free expansion of the plates.

To keep the ore from sliding

over this' smooth lining,i t is desired to bring each
particle in contact with the heated gases and also
to break off the adhering clay by tumbling the ore,
and to subject the clay to the Ittube-milling effect"
previousLY spoken of--it was only necessa.ry to bolt
to the lining some 4" x 4" heavy steel angles.

At

the discharge end of the Kiln, the brick are held in
place and protected against wear by large cast iron
nos"a-blocks.
Above the discharge end of the dryer is situated
a;

eylindrical

stee~

bin wi th cone-shaped bottom., to

which.. coal, dried and crushed to 1/811 , is conveyed
from the coal dryer.

Fed from this bin by gravity thru

pipes are two Aero Pulverizers, connected in parallel.
These machines, driven at

~

speed of 1450 r ..-p.m., beat

the coal to a fine powder so that approximately 90% of
it will. pass 100 mesh..

The pulverized coal is thoroly

mixed with the desired amount of air and blown thru a
~Otl

pipe into the apex of a cone-shaped combustion chamber.

To heat the Kiln after a shut-down, it is necessary to
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build a small fire of wood and oil in the combustion
chamber until. the latter is fairly hot 1 when, on starting the pulve-rizer, the powdered fuel igni tes and thereafter the combustion chamber is automatically maintained
at a white heat by the blaz-e.

The temperature of the

Kiln can be regulated closely, and perfect combustion
is obtained by this method.
The ore, having traversed the dryer in about fifty
minutes, drops, at a temperature of 250 to 275 detr-ees F.,
to a moving grizzly, which allows particles smaller than

2i

tll

to go directly to the 24 ft· pi voted bucket conveyor.

Larger pieces are carried forward by the grizzly

bars and

fed to the crusher.
The grizzly is so constructed that, of a series of
inclined parallel bars, the first, third, fifth,. etcebars are fastened together and are stationary.

The al-

ternate bars', such as the second, fourth, sixth, eighth,
etc.

are also attached to one another by cross-braces

beneath, but while the lower end of this set is mounted
on a pair of heavy car wheels, which run on a horizontal
track, the upper end is given a circular motion when
viewed in a

vertica~

plane.

By means of this arrange-
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ment, the larger pieces are carried upward, lifted
above the

stationary~

onto them.

bars, moved forward and dropped

This cycle is repeated until the

par~icles

either fall through the spacing between the bars, or
are carried into t.he mouth of the Austin Gyratory Crusher.
The crusher breaks the oversize from the grids to
~

inches, and feeds it to the same pivoted bucket conveyor

that received the 1.Uldersize, and which . ,elevates the entire charge of dried ore about 60 feet vertically to the
dryer-trammel.

This is composed of three concentric:

trommel screens, of which the innermost has
h01es, the next
3/8- slots.

i inch_, and the outside plate

The latter has

12. feet long.

~

The

tromme~

ct

inch round
has 1/16 w x

diameter of 7 feet and

is~

is provided wi th heavy tires:

resting on rollers, of which one is geared to a countershaft run. by the conveyor drive.
pose of the

tromme~

The

principa~

pur-

is the elimination of cl.ay-dust, and

this is accompli.shed by screening thru the :.eines-t screen
-~(

wi tl{~"l:~ screen; interposed to reduce wear on the lighter

plate.

Another object in screening at this point. is to

facilitate hand-picking of the particles larger than
i-inch, it being considered uneconomica1 to attempt picking
--28-

the smaller siz-es:.
The clay dust, containing up to 15% Fe
present allowed to go to waste.

03' is at
2
It drops to a bin,

whence it is drawn into dump cars.

The ore over

t

inch

is hand-picked orr a pan conveyor 42 inches wide, and the
reject, consisting of chert, limestone and clay-balls,
is thrown into chutes leading to the dust-bin.
ore, 1/16 inch to

t

The fine

inch, is carried on a conveyor tra-

veling beneath the picking conveyor, and all sizes of
ore, freed from large
to the storage bins.
pectively

~6

gangue: and of dust, are dropped
These intermediate bins are res"-

foot and 28 foot in diameter, and have a

combined: capacity of 1000 tons dry ore.

By their

judicious use, it is possible to operate the mining and
drying sections" of the plant on day shift only, furnishing
a sufficient supply of mater1:a1 to keep the roasting, reducing and concentrating end going continuously_

The ob-

jectioD.: to such an arrangement lies in the diminished
fuel efficiency of the dryer and possibly shortened life
of its brick lining, but these dis"advantages are probably
offset by greater efficiency of the steam-shovel crew when
operating in daylight only.

Aside from this ,- the present

---Z.7~-

relative capacity of the various sections of the plant
makes. this arrangement necessary.
Roasting:

In all essentials, the roaster is an

apparatus similar to the dryer, with these differences:
Its- diameter is 8 feet instead of

~O,

its plates 5/8 inches

thick, its brick lining extends back 80 feet from the hot
end, but haw. no protective steel lining, the smaller size
of the ore particles' making this less necessary.

Lifting

plates consisting of steel channels had originally extended the full length of the c.ylinder, but those wi thin
the lined portion
removed.

corroded so fast that they had to be

It was found that they were not real1y needed

here, for the roughened surface of the fire-brick was sufficient to cause the desired tumbling of the ore.
The ore is fed from the dry ore bins by rotary feeders
so constructed): that the oapacity of eaoh can be easily
adjusted from a minimum.. of 10 tons to
per hour.

a; maximu.m..

of 30 tons

The charge traverses the roaster in about an

hour and emerges at a. "red' heat, at from 800 to 900 0

c.

The esca-ping gas-es and dust pass thru an exhaust fan con...
nected to the upper end of the.Kiln, and enter a 'dust collector where, by expanding and baffling, they drop practically all of the dust, which is hauled off as waste.
--28-_.

The gases then pass thru a stack into the atmosl'here.
The red-hot ore leaving the roaster, falls thru
3 inch stationary grids into a bucket elevator and is
lifted 30 feet to the reducer-trommel.

The elevator,

which is subjedt to great heat and gritty dust, has·
never given any trouble, and promises a long life.
It is made of two strands of Ley bushed chain, one piece
cast steel buckets,

flint r~ traction wheels on both

sha-fts and has an inclination of .13 0

•

Cylinder oi~ is

used in the bearings, fed to them thru a small pipe.
The hot ore is screened in a 5 foot by 8 foot
trommel, made of
helea.

i inch. steel. plate with i inch. punched

It is,like the dryer trammei,.. a:f the wheel. and

tire type, and haa water-eooled bearings-.

The undersize

from this tromme1 drops into the hopper feeding the reducer intake valves, the oversize going to the Loading
Bin Picking BeIt after being carried on an inclined pan.
conveyor beneath a spray of water.

This oversize re-

quires: only a final picking to convert it into finished
ore.

The clay has been removed by drying and tumbling

and screening, the free and the combined moistures have
been successively expelled and the relativel.y small amount
-2.9--

'of gangue occurring with these larger sizes has been
reEoved by the pickers.

The water spray is adjusted

to 6001 the are sufficiently, so that hand-picking is
possible with gloved hands, and the ore drops into the
bin practically free froD moisture.
The ·Loading Bin is built entirely of steel, rectangular in plan, with vertical sides and a V-shaped
bottom provided with a number of discharge gates.
Sufficient clearance is provided so that standard railroad equipment can pass beneath..
of the bin extends

Over the full length

a picking pan conveyor 30 inches

wide, having a discharging device whereby the- pans can
be

~ripped

over any desired section.

Five hundred tons

is the present cap.aci ty of this bin, with provision for
an increase 'in its length.
Reducing:

The hot roasted ore below

i

inch is

admitted to the reducer thru a pair of bells or valves,
which open and close alternately so as to prevent the
loss of the vapors in the reducer.

The latter consists

of a cylindrical Kiln 6 foot in diameter and about 30
foot long, inclined

i

inch per foot, to whose lower ex--

tremity is joined, concentrically, a four foot tube of
30 foot length.

The larger tube is lined with fire-brick

and has 10 inch steel channels for lifters.
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The smaller

tube is smooth, unlined.

The upper end has an expansion

joint) bearing against a heavy cast iron head, thru which
passes the ore-chute and

a

t

inch pipe for oil.

The

lovler end of the Kiln is closed against excessive air
currents by a steel plate hinged from a frame, but which
permits the free discharge of the ore.

The ore is re-

tained in the cylinder to a certain depth by a retaining
ring a foot wide in the dis'charge end.

Crude oil is

pumped from an underground storage tank thru a regulating
valve into the feed end of the reducer, where it is at
once vaporized, by the hot are.

Just enough oil is fed so

that the vapor is under a slight pressure and can be seen
~eaking

thru the telescope joint.

ducer consists

The theory of the re-

in propagating the ore at a suitable

temperature thru an atmosphere. of reducing gas'es conveniently generated by vaporizing a cheap liquid hydrocarbon.

Th.e follovlTing may be considered typical of the

reactions which

nreduce~

o3

the are.

J.

H2

3 Fe 2 03 .J-

CO

3 Fe2

=

2 Fe
2_ Fe

3 °4

+

H2 °

°4

i-

CO

3

2

;men the ore, at a temperature of about 350

a

C. ,

drops' from the reducer into the boot of a bucket elevator,
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it looks black, even the particles of ferruginoua clay
have a very dark color and the eye can only distinguish
between are and gangue by studying the fracture, structure
and shape of the particle.

The black color is partly due

to finely divided carbon particles, and residual matter
from the oil.

But most of it is caused by the conversion

of ferri.c to ferro-ferric iron oxide, because when
particles of the reduced ore are broken, the smaller ones
are found black. to the core, while pieces over

I inch

often exhibit a brown center, surrounded by a heavy black
shell •.
Concentration:

The reduced are is elevated to the

cooler, which consists, essentially, of a 24 inch heavy
wrought iron pipe, 16 feet long, fitted with tires and
girth gear, and which revolves with its axis inclined

It

inch per foot.

Small angles serve as lifters, and a

s'pray of water directed at the upper end is so adjusted
by the operator that the ore is cooled to a temperature
somevlhat below the boiling point of water.

By its own

heat, aided. by the creation. of a natural draught of air,
the water is practically all evaporated, so that by this
--32--

method, which makes use of the latent heat of.steam,
a small quantity of water causes efffcient cooling of
the. ore.

Cooling before further treatr..lent is necessary

for mechaTlical as well as electrica'l

reasons~.

Vlhile the

mechanical troubles caused by hot ore, such as blistering
of

rubbe~

belts, damage to insulation, etc. might be 'over-

come, there remains the increased electrical resistance
of the heated magnet coils which diminishes the strength
of the separator magnets.

The cooled are drops into

~

trammel of the shaft and spider, bevel-gear driven type,
which is 5 foot in diameter and 16 feot long. Tyler's
tlton-capltscreen is used here, with perforations of

1/+6- inch, l/a. inch, and i inch, in the order given. This
trammel. is mounted over a rectangular steel bin divided
into 4 sections,

e~~

birr being beneath a corresponding

section of the tromrnel, and rece iving the material therefrom.

The last bin receives the oversize,

i to tinch,

The object of thus dividing this are into 4 sizes is to
give each magnetic machine a limited size, which enables
it to do better work.
Magnetic Separators (*): The machines
modifications of the Ha;lI-IIorton Belt Type

i'Y~

use are

Sep~ra:tors,

(*) Quoting in part from C. G. Gunther"Electro Magnetic
Ore Separation.
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and

six of these are so disposed that each pair treats respecti vely, the 0 - 1/16 I1
sizes.

1/1611

,

,

~/8 t1, and liB - 1/4"

-

The largest size, between

itt

a.nd

ttt,

will later

be treated on drum-. type machines, but at present, depending on itS' analysis, is- either allowed to join the
concentrates wi thout further treatment or is' fed to
machine working on the next siz-e·..

a;

The six machines are

practically identical in construction. and are fitted with
a s.pecially designed rotary feeder.

It consists of a

cast iroz.:r V-shaped hopper whose. slot-shaped opening can
be adjusted by a: gate provided with ratchet and pinion.
A casting, which revolves in front of this slot, is composed of

a;

longitudinally ribbed

cyl~nder

mounted. on a:

shaft., but whose ribs a:re realI..y V-shaped. pockets, their
axes of symnietry ihclined forward- from the ra·dius' of the
cylinder.

The drive is by chain and aprocket.

ator employs' the princ;i.ple of

ternate polarity to effect

lit

~,

The separ-

seri-es of magnets of al-

thoro. turning over of the are

while under' the influence of the magnetic. field, thus
permitting entrained particles of waste to fall from the
concentrate.

The .ore is' fed. thru a feed spout from the

bin. by the ro·tary feeder' upon. ~. 25 inch rubber' belt which
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serves to present it to the magnets from beneath.

The

magnetLc particles are lifted from the feed belt by the
magnets and held against a take off belt ru:::ming in the
sa1!le direction and interpos·ed between the ore stream and
the raa:gnet poles.

The take off belt is run at

a;

greater

speed than the feed belt in order to carry the are past
the magnets in a thinner layer.

The belts are 2 and 3

ply rubber respectively, and work best if woven endless.
Their pulleys are provided with an adjustment which permi ts variation of the belt tens:ion.
As' the magnetic particles are held against the take

off belt and,by its motion, carried past the poles alternately opposite in sign, the loops of. magnetic particles
are broken and reformed as they pass ntam. one

po~e

to the

next, permitting entrained particles- t.o fall away from
the concentrate into a tailing compartment, into which
the non-magnetic material remaining on the feed belt. also
falls.

The n.1agnetic concentrate is carried past a par-

tition and is dropped from the la.st magnet into a separate
compartment.

The series· of magnet.s is made up of

~2

poles,

those of opposite sign being adjacent, and all controlled
by one ammeter and rheostat.

The voltage used (thruout

the pI.ant) is 230 D. C., and from 7 to g amperes- are re---35--

quired by each machine to energize its magnets.

The

coils, wound on .... iron cores 1 inch x 6 inch x 20 inch,
are made of 325 turns of #11 cotton covered magnet wire,
and are wired in series,J but each succeeding one in oppo-

site direction.

They are magnetically connected by having

soft iron bars bolted across the surfaced upper edges of
the cores, which also hold the magnets in suspension.
Separat.or Feed:

The ore fed to the separators

varies in quality according to size.
was

fOill~d

In all cases, it

that the larger the particles, the better the

average grade of the materia-I.

This is due to the fast

that the size of the clay particles seems to approach
equilibrium in this process when reduced to a diameter
less' than

t

inch..

Other gangue. matter, such as chert

and sand, also is found to a greater extent in the smaller siz-es: Chert., becaus'e it decrepitates to some extent
when the hot particles are sprayed with water, as also
during the roasting itself;

sand is found associated

wi th the smaller siz'es because of its original dinensions
in the ore-body.

The iron content of the various sizes

of separator feed va-ries between. the following lini ts,
approximately:
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Size

Iron Content
Daily Averages

Iron Content
Yearly Average.

1/2 to 1/4 inch

42, to 551&

4S%

1/4 to l/S inch

35 to 48%

40%

l/a

2.5

to 40%

30%

15 t.o 30%

22%

to 1/15 inch

Below

1/16 inch

The Concentrates:

The iron. content of individual

particles of the concentrates varies considerably, as is
ShO'lo"lfi,

for instance, by the fact that a calcareous fossil

was found, the stains on which indicated only a partial
impregnation with an iron bearing solution, and which
rose to

a;

testing magnet a: vertical distance of 4 inches.

This' distance is rarely surpassed by the best grades of
reduced ore.

Particles of ferruginous clay, roasted and

reduced., are sometimes found among the concentrates, not
because these pieces were mechanically entrained, but because their iron content, together with their other physical properties, makes them sufficiently permeable to
be· attracted to the poles.

What are these other physical

properties' that cause low grade materia.l to be found
among the magnetic concentrates?
is, no doubt, one of

them~

Low specific gravity

as is also, probably, more

c.omplete convers'ion to the magne.ti te state.
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This should

especially be true regarding the impregnated fossil,
which had lost weight and gained porosity by partial
calcination in the roaster.

The presence of really low

grade material among the concentrates is,fortunately,
the exception, but nevertheless, the question arises:'
Vfl1at constitutes a desirable particle, and which are
the particles to be rejected'?

When ore of crystalline

nature is concerned, such as galena, blende, etc., this
question is more easily answered, and it is a matter of
crushing to obtain a· separation.
But only an infinitely small proportion of this
iron ore is in the shape of pure mineral.
ore

n~y

In fact, the

be said to vary by insensible gradations from the

above mentioned iron bearing clay to the pure crystalline
lining of. the cavities of "boulder ore".

If one arranged

all the particles' issuing from the reducer in a day 1 s run,
first placing

barren materiaI in a; layer, then particles

with one, two, three, four, etc.. per cent iron content
each in a layer above the preceding ones until all the
mate:r:ial were so arranged,- if then one were to skim the
upper s-trata,. skimming to the depth required to produce
alfconcentrate" of the desired analysis, - then all the
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particles
- included in this concentrate would be classed
.

as "good oren.
The further question:

What is the desired analysis

of the .concentrate," is one depending on many variables:
Furnace requirements, price per "unit:! of the various
grades, freight charges, enter into this calculation as
well as the recovery of

tota;~

iron content obtaina.ble

wi th varying "depth of skimming lt •
changing iron content of

t~e

There is also the

"lump are If, which affects'

from day to day, the grade of concentrate necessary to
produce are of proper shipping grade.
As was shovm on

a;

previous page, the feed to the

separators' varies in quality somewhat as its dimensions.
This is true of the iron bearing particles because those
o·f low iron content seem to be more easily crushed and
abraded in the process.
the

mag~etic

Consequently, while, as a rule,

permeability varies directly as the iron

content, the exceptions to this rule make it necessary,
from an economic standpoint, to allow the grade of the
concentrate to decline for each smaller size, and approach, as nearly as possible, the act of "skimming- ..
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It was found that a Recovery of actual. iron content
of 65 to 90% wa.s pra.ctica~ in most cases.

But when the

steam shovel. happened to be digging its "'Nay thru a pocket. of clay with but 1 it tIe real iron are, the fact that
the clay itself contained 10 to 12% iron

brought the

recovery of the sma.ll sizes to a very low figure.

On

such a day, the separators treating l:1aterial below 1/16
inch, might show the following:
Tails' 17%, Recovery 16.7%.

Feed 19%, Cone. 46%,

These figures "Show that with

ore of this nature, the term "reooverytl may be misleading, but when properly understood, the figures denoting
the daily ftrecoveryn for each machine are of grea.t help
in checking up the operation
ments.

~d

making proper

~djust

The writer calculated a convenient formula

whereby the recovery can be easily obtained from the
iron content of feed, concentrates and

tai~s,

without

previously ascertaining their respective weights.
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Let ( x

= pounds of Cone. from
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(
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-
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II:
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II

tf

n

u

If

Feed

=

If,

tt

tI

t1

If
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Then
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and

x

+

Ty

_

100 F

y

~

100

~

~

x

100 ( F - T)

C
Recovery

_Cx

=- ~C_(~F_-~T)

F

~oo

T
F

Co -

T)

Thus, a good day's performance of the magnetic
separators would furnish the following figures:

Fee:d

37%

Cone.

54%

It

Tails:

2.0%

It

Recovery

Shipping Ore:
lu.mp

x

54

x

37

=

73%

In the operation of the plant, the

grade of the t\liuiag ore
under control.

17

34

Iron

(i

to

2i inch) is not definitely

If it is freed from clay, roasted as

completely as possible, and if the pickers have removed
most. of the flint, limestone ,- brick, eta., then nothing
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more cam be done with the process unless- some method
of concentration were used such as the one to which the
smaller sizes are subjected.

The finished lump ore con-

tains from 50 to 58% iron, and is about
to the aon.e:entrates.·

equa.~

in tonnage

The grade of the latter, being

under control, can therefore be varied so that the combined product meets the requirements of the purchaser.
The daily tonnage of shipping ore can be arrived

at by deducting the total losses incurred during the
process from the tonnage of the are mined.

1000 tons

of raw are will be diminished by the following losses
of weight:
Moisture in. drying----------------------135 tons
Dust

----------------------180

tt

It

Reject from 1st picking bel t-------- 10
Loss: in roasting--------------------- 90

5

Reject from 2nd picking belt-

..
n

Loss' in reducer

Tailings from

it

separator~

170

•

fi93 tons

This leaves a daily output of finished ore o'r- 407 tons,
~

figure agreeing closely with our experience.
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9oa1 Drying:
(loal classed as:

!

For uS'e in the Aero-Pulverizers' 7
inch screenings is bought f'rom Frank-

lin County, Ill. mines', at

livereci..

a;

cost of $2.85 a ton, de-

This aoal has, approximately, the following

composit~:on:

Moisture

8.50

-

%.

Fixed Cru:bon

48.00

%
%

Ash

10.50'

%

Volatile 1'Iatter 33.00

When

a;

car- of coal arrives in the yard, it is vleighed,

amanpled, hoisted to the bin, and dumped.

A rotary

feeder feeds a; Jeffrey swing-hammer crusher, and from

it, the coal, crushed to about 1./a inch, is taken by
a screw conveyor to the coal dryer.
The la;·tter is a revolving cylindrical shell re-

sembIing the ore dryer, but is only 4 foot in diameter,
and 30 foot long.

It is, of course, heated. externally,

and this is done by a grate fire at one end of the brick
setting, '\vhich surrounds the bylinder and provides
passages for the hot gases.

A dust collector at the

dryer outl.et prevents loss of pulveriz-ed coal, and a
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Richardson- automatic s·cale receives the material, containing less than 1% moisture.
The dried coal, weighed, drops into the: boot of

!t

s.mall belt-end-bucket elevator and is discharged by it
to an 8 inch screw conveyor.

There are two of the latter

and the swing of a gate causes the coal to be delivered

either at the roaster bin or at the bin at the ore-dryer.
Reading of the scale-dial whenever a change in the direction of the stream is eff'ectea, gives accurate information of the daily croaI requirements of both the large
Kilns.
The Power Plant is housed in
building, and consists of

a;

s·teel and concrete

~ 400 H. p~ Westinghouse Auto-

matiC" GaS' Prcrdb.car, Koe:rting Bloyer, vertical auxiliary
boiler, a scrubber, and twa vertical, 3' cylinder, 190
H. P. gas engines, each direct connected to

a;

125 K. W.. ,

250 volt 1_ compound wound, engine type' generator.

The

300 foot well is in the same building, and water is
pumped from it by a Downie Double Stroke 8 inch pump,
motor driven by Morse Silent Drive.
.
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A small gasoline engine, an air compressor, air
storage tank and auxiliary pumps complete the equipment.

The engines are started with compressed air

stored at 150 Ibs. pressure, and batteries are used for
ignition at the start.

\qhen running, ignition is ob-

tained from small generators belted to the engine shaft.
A wine of the power house, houses a machine shop
and forge, most necessary complements of such a plant.
A railroad was built to connect

1'ransportation:

I

.

the plant with the C. M. & st. p. tracks at Waukon,
4 mil.es distant.

It is standard gauge, laid with

55 lbs. rails and has
of

2.1~,

nearly' 3

a;

continuous grade, compensated 1

miles~

long.

A twenty ton, 4 wheel,

saddle-tank. locomotive is' used for switching about
the plant, where it negotiates- with ease. a; reverse
curve of 60 foot radius.

With two eight yard trailers

(side-dump) the locomotive crew keep the tailings bins
emptied, dumping the material wherever needed to
strenGthen tlfi1lsu or ballasting roadbed.

They haul

men and freight to and from town, and remove are from
the loading bin to the stock-pile.
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Coal is received in 50 ton drop-bottom cars and
after being weighed is drawn by motor driven cablehoist over a 7% incline to the top of a 50 foot trestle.
It is then dumped into the bins.

Coal for the steam

shovel is transferred at the foot of the trestle into
the 7 yard motor cars, and hauled by electric power, direct to the shove1 pit.

The finished ore either is

dravm from the loading bin into gondolas, or is Jlandled
by a 10 ton, 30 foot boom/loconotive crane, which,
equipped with a clam shell bucket, takes are from the
stock pile and loads the car8.

Costs:

The question naturally arises in the

mind of an engineer who peruseS' this lengthy discussion
of a new process: SCan all this be done with material
of such low value, and leave a profit?-

The figures

given. in this chapter will furnish the answer.

While

their accuracy is not absolute, they do represent approximations as close as it was possible to obtain
them from the brief and internittent tlruns" made, and
\vhich extend.ed over several years of experimentation
and alteration.
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The Shovel Crew can easily handle, in a ten
hour d8:iJ, 1000 tons of raw- are at a cost as follows:
Labor
---,
1 Shovel Operator

~u:pplie~

$4.50

2 tons coal

$7.00
6.00

1 Crane-man

3.50

Explosives'

1 Fire-man

2.50

Oil, eta.

4 Pit-men

8.00

1 Car-operator

3.0>0

2 Churn drill men.

,

.

1.00
$14.00

5.00

$2.6.50"-

The Dryer treats

these lOOO tons' of raw ore in

a twelve hour shift.
Labor
--4 girds-men

Supplie~_

1. dryer operator

3:00

3' ore-pickerS'

7.00

1 oiler

30 tons dried coal $93.00

$g.60

Oil, etc.

1.00

~94.00

2.40
$22..20

goas~~ R~d~cing,

and

goncentrati~£

of the dryer

product requires 20 to 24 hours, and therefore these departments are operated in two 12 hour shifts.
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La'bor
2 roaster operators

$6.00

2 concentration men

6.00

1 ton coal for locomotive

3.50

4 ore pickers

9.60

3 tons coal for C.dryer

9.30

4.80

Oil ,reducing , lubricating

2

oilers

2 switch engine men
2

brake-men

2

coal dryer men

32 tons dried coal

$96.20

6.00

5.00
$114.00

4.80
4.80

"'-$42.00

The Power House o'peration requires 3 men on day

shift, but only 2 at night.

The coal for the producer

and boiler is fed by gravity from bins.
Supplies

Labor
2. engine-men

COCf~,Producer

$7.00

2 producer-men

I helper (10 hrs.)

5.00

COt!I,Boiler

2.00

Oil, etc.

$~4.00

General Expense:
Superintendent

$8.00

Chief Engineer

5.00

Electrica~

4.00

fl.

Chemist

4.00

Clerk

2.50

Night Foreman.

4.00

Supplies for Office
arid Laboratory

2.50
$30.00
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$18.00
2.00
1 ..00
'$21.00 -

Overhead Charges:

The plant investment, es-timated

at $22:5,000., must bear an interest charge of

6%,

dis-

tributed over 2.75 days of plant operation per year, and
als'o

a:

depreciation charge of 20%. (The latter i tea,

seemingly high, is to cover all repairs to the plant,
including renewals of worn-out parts, and is believed to
be aJllpl.e for the purpose.)

There is also the amorti-

zation charge, equal to the yearly sum that, at

6%

com-

pound interest, will replace the capital invested at
the expiration of the life of the venture.

Assuming

the min'e to furnish ore at 1000 tons per day for 30
years, this amortization charge will be $11 ..36 per day.
The ore account is based on an investment of about
$100,000., which includes cost of land, expense of ex-

ploration, interest during experimental stage of process, etc.

The charges against this amount are interest

and anortization.
Overhea.d charges, assuming 275 operating days per
year:
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20~09

Interest on Plant Investment
Amortization on Plant

It

$49.09 per diem
11.36

Depreciation of Plant

163.63

Interest on Ore Acc't

24.00

Alnortization

tf

If

Taxes', Miscellaneous:

5.00

10.00

-W$263.08

The following is a Summary of the Costs based on
em output of 407 tons shipping ore per day, and yearly
operations covering 2.?5 full working days, (the balance
to be allowed for extensive repairs, Sundays' and-holiCost per diem

days):

per ton shipping ore

Mining------ --------- $4l..00-----------10.07 cents

Drying---------------

l~6.00-----------28.55

It

Roasting
Reducing
Coa~ Drying
Concentrating

156.00---------38.33

It

(
)
(
)

Power---------------

35.00----------08.60

•

Genera1--------------

30.00-----------07.37

"

Depree ia't i on-------- 163.63---------40.20
Interest-----------

73.09--------17.96

It

Arnortization-------

15.36---------- 4.02

11

Taxes, Misce1laneous- 10.00----------- 2.46
Grand total
$64~. 28
$1.58
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•

The market value of the ore varies' from year to year,
and it is difficult to place on the ore a normal valuation which might be called a;1tprobable averageufor the
period embraced by the life of the mine.

This is one of

the elements of speculation entering into almost every
business venture, as is the future cost of coal, labor,
etc.

From comparison with schedules for many years past,

taking into consideration the growing scarcity of the
more desirable ores, it would seem that for the purpose
of this thesifj,the

~916

very closely strikes

schedul.e of iron ore prices

the above probable average.

Since market value is a flUlotion of the tfgrade lf ,
it is necessary to make deductions, based on a knowledge
of the ore-body and of the results obtained on ore already

tre~ted.

Judging from the analysis of lots re-

presenting 5qOOO tons of finished ore, I reach the conclusion that a grade of 54% Fe can be maintained without
decreasing the output of 407 tons per diem.

The mana.,

ganese content, 60% of which is paid for as iron, is
about 1.00% MIl, making the so-called "metallic content
54.60 tf,.

tf

At a base price of $3.70, f.o.b. lake ports,
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for 51.50knon-bes"semer ore, the value of Wau}:on ore
would be $3.92.

Deducting freight at $1.25 per ton,

and all costs at $1.58 per ton, there is left a net
profit of $1.09 per ton of shipping ore, equivalent
to

~443.63

per day of operation, or

$122~OOO.

per year

on a capital investment of $350,000.-CancIus"ion:

The geological. surveys of the coun-

try, disclose the fact that whil.e the visible supply
of smelting ore, (as at present mined in the 1Iesabi
range, for instance), is limited and is diminishing
year by yea.r, there is an unsounted wealth of iron
stored by. nature in this country (and other countries)
but which,under present-da.y conditions of smelting,ia
absolutely useless.
If the process herein described can be made

a~

plicable to some others of these known deposits of low
grade iron ores and does thereby increase the supply
available to future generations, then a two-fold object has been accomplished a.t \Vaukon.

And if this

thesis: can serve to bring about the proper exploitations of these other deposits, then its mission has
been fulfilled.
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